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1. Silent Config Build Property File: 
1. APPLICATION_SERVER: Specify the application server being used for the setup. (Application server = WEBLOGIC or 

WEBSPHERE) 

 
2. APPLICATION_SERVER_CLUSTERED : Decides if the application server is weblogic and the server is in cluster configuration 

(Application_server_clustered=Y or N) 

 
3. CLUSTER_SELECTED: Select the type of cluster                                                                                                             

(Cluster_selected=KERNEL/VN/JP) 

 

4. INSTALLATION_TYPE : Select installation type based on the installer used. 

(For FCUBS INSTALLER, INSTALLATION_TYPE = FCUBS 

For FCIS INSTALLER, INSTALLATION_TYPE = FCIS) 

 

5. APPLICATION_TYPE: Select the type of application 

(Application_type=FCJ/FCIS/Gateway/BOTG) 
 

6. APPLICATIN_OS: Select the OS 

(Applicatin_os: Linux,Windows) 
 

7. USERNAME: Enter the Username of the schema to be connected 

(Ex: FCUBS121) 
 

8. PASSWORD : Enter the Password of the schema to be connected 

(Ex:FCUBS121) 
 

9. SERVICENAME: Enter the Service name of the schema to be connected 
(Ex: FC1202WI) 

 

10. CONNECTSTRING: Enter the Connect string of the schema to be connected 
(Ex: FC1202WI) 

 

11. IP :Enter the IP of the schema to be connected 

(Ex: 10.184.149.177) 
 

12. PORT : Enter the Port of the schema to be connected 

(Ex: 1521) 
 

13. SYMMETRIC_KEY: Enter the symmetric key for encryption. 

(Ex: oraclefinancialsolutions) 
 

14. VERSION: Specify the release version 

(Ex: 12.2.0.0.0) 
 

15. APPLICATION_NAME : Specify the name of the application to be deployed. 

(Ex: FCUBSApp) 
 

16. APPLICATION_CONTEXT: Identifies the application domain. Based on the Application type selected, the Installer displays the 

application context. 
(Ex: FCJNeoWeb) 

 
17. APPLICATION_CONTEXT_WEBTAB: Used during drag and drop link in another application context. 

(Ex: FCJWebTab) 

 
18. DEPLOYMENT_OPTION: Specify the deployment option. Only required for FCJ/FGL/ELCM application types 

(DEPLOYMENT_OPTION=C/D/H) 

C-Centralized  There will be only one setup. 
D-DecentralizedIf all the branches in the setup is decentralized. 

H- Hybrid   If some of the branches in the setup are Centralized and some branches are decentralized. 

 
19. BRANCH_APP_SERVER: Select the app server for branch 

(Branch_app_server=Weblogic/Tomcat) 

 
20. SOA_ENABLE_DOMAIN: Select whether SOA has to enabled or not. Used for BPEL process 

(SOA_enable_domain=Y or N) 

 
21. PROPERTY_FILE_PATH: Path of the property file. 
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(Ex: C:/Users/sisethur/Desktop/UBS/default/fcubs.properties) 

 
22. PROPERTY_FILE_PATH1: This is applicable only if the setup is Decentralized or Hybrid. In this case, decentralized property file 

path has to be mentioned here.  

(Ex: D:/Installer/12.0/Dump/PropertyFile/Hybrid/DC/fcubs.properties) 
 

23. EXCLUDE_PROPERTY_FILE: To exclude property file from the EAR this property has to be set to Y. Application will start 

referring the property file from the runtime path mentioned in the next property. 
(EXCLUDE_PROPERTY_FILE=true/false) 

 

24. RUNTIME_PATH: If EXCLUDE_PROPERTY_FILE is set to true, path on the server from where the property file has to be 
referred needs to be mentioned. 

(Ex: RUNTIME_PATH=D:/fcubs.properties) 

 

25. RUNTIME_PATH1: If EXCLUDE_PROPERTY_FILE is set to true, path on the server from where the property file has to be 

referred needs to be mentioned. This property is applicable for Decentralized EAR deployed on Weblogic server. 

(Ex: RUNTIME_PATH1=D:/fcubs.properties) 

 

26. GATEWAY_APPLICATION_TYPE: Select the type of gateway application. Required only for gateway application 

(GATEWAY_APPLICATION_TYPE=Gateway EJB/Gateway MDB/Gateway HTTP/Gateway WebServices) 
 

27. WEBSERVICE_TYPE: Select if all the webservices along with EJB are to be merged into a single EAR (Integrated) or whether 

each webservices are to be built as a separated EAR(Individual). 
(WEBSERVICE_TYPE=Integrated/Individual) 

 

28. WEBSERVICES_RECOMPILATION_REQUIRED: Applicable only for existing webservice for which XSD and wsdl has to be 
recompiled. Value should be N for all other cases. If value is set to Y, relevant library jar must be available 

(WEBSERVICES_RECOMPILATION_REQUIRED=Y or N) 
 

29. DATASOURCE_LIST: Provide a tilde (~) separated list for multiple data sources (only required for Gateway EJB/Gateway MDB). 

 
30. SOURCE_LIST: Enter FCHome Path. 

(Ex: SOURCE_LIST=D:/SOURCES/12.2SUP) 

 
31. EAR_BUILD_TYPE: Select ”EAR_Build” for EAR build using weekly patchsets. Select ” EAR_Build_ROLEDUP” for EAR build 

using ROLLEDUP patchsets 

(EAR_BUILD_TYPE=EAR_Build/EAR_Build_ROLEDUP) 
 

32. DESTINATION_DIRECTORY: Enter destination directory path. 

   (Ex: DESTINATION_DIRECTORY=D:/temp/FCUBS12.2/FCUBS_12.2.0.0.0/DEST) 
 

33. MODULES_REQD: Provide TILDA (~) separated list of modules. 

MODULES_REQD=SMS~DV (For specific modules) or  
MODULES_REQD=ALL (For all modules)  

 

34. HELP_FILES_INCLUDE: If Static files (UIXML/JS/Help Files) are to be included in the EAR, this property has to be set to Y. If 
static files should not be part of the EAR and should be referred from external path, then this property has to be set to N. 

 

35. HELP_FILES_RUNTIME_PATH: If HELP_FILES_INCLUDE is N, path from where the Static files are to be referred by the 
application. 

(Ex: HELP_FILES_RUNTIME_PATH=D:/BrnDbgs) 

 

36. BRANCH_FILES_PATH: If HELP_FILES_INCLUDE is N, path from where the Static files for Decentralized application are to be 

referred. 

(Ex: BRANCH_FILES_PATH=D:/BrnDbgs)
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